
          FRIDAY, 26/07/24 

 

C1 - PRIX PIERRE HENRI LEMAITRE - 2700m (a1m1/2) - Class E Race - 

Harness - EUR € 21,000  

 
1. LOOK AFTER - Has run well in both of her starts and was third last time out in Class E over 
this track and trip on 10 May. Has a winning chance if fit from the break 

2. LADY DU CHENE - Showed improvement when runner-up last time out in Class E over this 
track and trip on 21 July. Keeps that shoe arrangement and can go one better this time 

3. LADRA DI MALAVITA - Disqualified last time out at Amiens on 11 July. Moderate form before 
that and others are preferred 

4. LOVE MARY LOU - Showed vast improvement when winning last time out in Class H at 
Pornichet-La Baule over 2725m on 6 July. Can contest the finish 

5. LEGENDE DU LOISIR - Showed her best form so far when runner-up last time out in Class H 
at Abbeville over 2300m on 7 July. Could play a minor role 

6. LADY HEUVELLAND - Did not show her best when 11th last time out in Class D at Vincennes 
over 2200m on 11 June. Did better before that and is capable of an upset 

7. LOU DES COUPERIES - Did all that was asked of her when scoring on debut in Class F at 
Vichy over 2950m on 4 July. Big chance of following up 

8. L'HAVANA D'ELMA - Holding form and was third last time out in Class E over this course and 
distance on 21 June. Not out of it 

9. LYMPHE D'OCCAGNES - Disappointing form this year and was 7th last time out in Class E at 
Les Andelys over 2525m on 30 June. More is needed to win this race 

10. LA NESLOISE - Disqualified in her last six starts, with the latest being at Montier-en-Der on 
20 July. Best watched for now 

Summary: LOU DES COUPERIES (7) looked good when winning on debut at Vichy earlier this 
month and can follow up and score again. LOVE MARY LOU (4) showed improvement when 
winning last time out but needs to confirm the strength of that performance. LADY DU CHENE (2) 
is improving and could contest the finish again. LOOK AFTER (1) has run well in both starts to 
date and is not ou of it. 

SELECTIONS 

LOU DES COUPERIES (7) - LOVE MARY LOU (4) - LADY DU CHENE (2) - LOOK AFTER 

(1) 



          FRIDAY, 26/07/24 

C2 - PRIX BERNARD HACHIN - 2700m (a1m1/2) - Class F Race - Harness - 

EUR € 18,000  

 
1. KETTINA DU CYGNE - Needed her last run when 8th in Class F at Montmirail over 3200m on 
7 July. Won twice last year and is capable of an upset 

2. KOQUETTE LIRE - Holding her form and was fourth last time out in Class F over this track and 
trip on 9 July. Can make the frame again 

3. KERMESSE DU CROCQ - Much improved of late when barefoot and was runner-up last time 
out in Class F at Amiens over 2400m on 11 July. Not unshod this time but is not out of it 

4. KALYNKA LANDING - Disappointing last run when 7th in Class E at Le Mans over 2200m on 
16 July. In fair form before that and has a place chance 

5. KLAMA DE NAVARY - Disappointing of late and was 6th last time out in Class E at Laon over 
2650m on 23 June. Could pop up in a place 

6. KOQUINE D'HERIPRE - Disqualified in her last two starts, with the latest being at Laon on 23 
June. Could play a minor role 

7. KOMSI KOMSA - Unreliable of late and was 7th last time out in Class E over this track and trip 
on 16 June. Won two claimers earlier this year and could play a minor role 

8. KADENCE DU PERCHE - Unreliable and has been disqualified in her last three starts, with the 
latest being at Maure-de-Bretagne on 4 June. Capable of a surprise when wise 

9. KINKY PAN - Unreliable and was disqualified last time out at this course on 9 July. Best when 
barefoot and is not this time so others are preferred 

10. KARLA DES THUYAS - Disqualified last time out at this course on 9 July. In good form 
before that and remains barefoot. Can bounce back to beat these rivals 

11. KATLEEN REYOR - Has struggled of late and was tenth last time out in Class F at Bernay 
over 2800m on 7 July. Has disqualification issues and is hard to trust 

Summary: KARLA DES THUYAS (10) was in good form before fluting last time out and can 
bounce back to beat these rivals. KERMESSE DU CROCQ (3) has shown improvement since 
going barefoot but will not be unshod this time. KADENCE DU PERCHE (8) is very hard to trust 
but is capable of winning when smart. KOQUETTE LIRE (2) is holding form and could get 
involved with the finish again. 

SELECTIONS 

KARLA DES THUYAS (10) - KERMESSE DU CROCQ (3) - KADENCE DU PERCHE (8) - 

KOQUETTE LIRE (2) 



          FRIDAY, 26/07/24 

C3 - PRIX DU POLE D'EXCELLENCE RURALE - 2700m (a1m1/2) - Class F 

Race - Harness - EUR € 18,000  

 
1. KIF DE LA BRETTE - Not disgraced when third last time out in Class F at Bernay over 2800m 
on 7 July. Capable of making the frame 

2. KRONOS DE TROIS - Has struggled of late and was 9th last time out in Class E at Cabourg 
over 2050m on 16 June. Others are preferred 

3. KING OF SWING - Disappointing last run when 9th last time out in Class E over this course 
and distance on 16 June. Has ability and can bounce back to score 

4. KISS ME CARNOIS - Unreliable of late and was disqualified last time out at Hyeres on 21 July. 
Capable of earning some minor money when smart 

5. KNOW BY NOW - Showed improvement when third last time out in Class F over this track and 
trip on 9 July. Can do even better this time around 

6. KODEX - Holding form and was fourth last time out in Class E at Laon over 2650m on 23 June. 
Can contest the finish once again 

7. KOPA D'ARC - Unreliable and was disqualified last time out at Montier-en-Der on 20 July. Has 
won three times this year and could bounce back to score 

8. KOMAN - Disqualified last time out at Vincennes on 24 December, Likely to need this run 
returning from a break 

9. KURT ANGELO - Moderate last run when 6th in Class F at Saint-Galmier over 2650m on 11 
February, Could need this run returning from a break 

10. KADOR DELO - Did not show his best last time out when 7th in Class F over this track and 
trip on 9 July, In good form before that and is not out of it 

11. KANADA DES RACQUES - Has struggled of late and was 9th last time out in Class over this 
course and distance on 9 July. Others are preferred 

Summary: KOPA D'ARC (7) was disqualified last time out but has bounced back from similar 
disappointments to win and gets the vote to score. KNOW BY NOW (5) showed improvement last 
time out and could be a real threat. KING OF SWING (3) is unreliable and the last run is best 
ignored.He can win when in the mood. KODEX (6) is holding form and should contest the finish 
once again. 

SELECTIONS 

KOPA D'ARC (7) - KNOW BY NOW (5) - KING OF SWING (3) - KODEX (6) 



          FRIDAY, 26/07/24 

C4 - PRIX CENTRE ENTRAINEMENT DE LA CAPELLE - 2700m (a1m1/2) - 

Class F Amateur Riders Race - Harness - EUR € 19,000  

 
1. JERRY DU LOISIR - Unreliable and was unplaced last time out in Class F at Carentan over 
2850m on 13 July. Has won twice already this year and can bounce back to score 

2. JOKER DU CHOQUEL - Disqualified in his last two starts, with the latest being at Argentan on 
15 July. Best watched for now 

3. JOE LE VEINARD - Unreliable but was runner-up and barefoot last time out in Class E at 
Ecommoy over 2750m on 7 July. Not unshod this time but is not out of it 

4. JOYAU BLUE - Did not show his best when 7th last time out in Class E at Les Sables-
d'Olonne over 2650m on 13 July. Did better before that and can contest the finish 

5. JUNIOR DE BRY - Showed some improvement when third last time out in Class E at Cagnes-
sur-Mer over 2925m on 10 July. Can contest the finish again 

6. JOAKIM BILOU - Unreliable and was fourth last time out in a Class F Mounted race at Genêts 
over 2600m on 21 July. Better under the saddle and others are preferred 

7. JACKPOT DE VIETTE - On a long losing run but was third last time out in Class F at Montier-
en-Der over 3025m on 20 July. Could earn some more money 

8. JACQUOT DU DOME - Holding his form and was fourth last time out in Class F at Francheville 
over 2475m on 13 July. Could play a minor role 

9. JASPE - Yet to win after 35 attempts but was fourth last time out in Class F at Cabourg over 
2050m on 2 July. Could play a minor role 

10. JUST ORLANDO - Yet to win a race but has been in good form this year and was third last 
time out in Class F at Cabourg over 2725m on 16 July. Can contest the finish again 

Summary: JOYAU BLUE (4) is a bit better than the last run would suggest and he is doing well 
for trainer de Charles-Antoine Mary so could be ready to score. JERRY DU LOISIR (1) is 
unreliable but won twice this year and is capable of winning again. JOE LE VEINARD (3) only 
found one better on the day last time out but is not reliable. JUNIOR DE BRY (5) sowed some 
improvement last time out and could have more to offer. 

SELECTIONS 

JOYAU BLUE (4) - JERRY DU LOISIR (1) - JOE LE VEINARD (3) - JUNIOR DE BRY (5) 



          FRIDAY, 26/07/24 

C5 - PRIX GROUPEMENT DES PROFESSIONNELS TROT - 2750m 

(a1m1/2) - Class F Race - Mounted - EUR € 21,000  

 
1. JULIOSCA MANNETOT - Very consistent and was fourth last time out in a Class H Mounted 
race at Abbeville over 2300m on 7 July, Could play a minor role 

2. JAVA DES TIGARDS - Has struggled this year and was disqualified last time out at Laon on 
23 June. Best watched for now 

3. JOCONDE DU CAUX - Has major disqualification issues and was disqualified last time out at 
Vichy on 20 June. Needs major improvement to win 

4. JOKE DU HOUSSEL - On a long losing run and was disqualified last time out at Le Mans on 
16 July. Needs to find a few lengths to win 

5. JOYEUSE DU METZ - Unreliable and was 6th last time out in a Class F Mounted race at 
Lignières over 2825m on 20 July. Needs to do more to win this race 

6. JACKPOT D'ARDENNES - Only modest of late and was 7th last time out in a Class F harness 
race at Montier-en-Der over 3025m on 20 July. Has a winning chance back under the saddle 

7. JUNIOR DU CHATAULT - Disappointing of late and was 7th last time out in a Class Mounted 
race at Reims over 2550m on 15 June. Capable of better and is not out of it 

8. JUMACHA - On a long losing run and was 9th last time out in a Class E harness race at this 
course over 1800m on 7 July. Could surprise back in a Mounted race 

9. JERK DE PLANCHETTE - Has major disqualification issues and was disqualified last time out 
at Clairefontaine-Deauville on 20 July. Capable of earning some money when wise 

10. JABIN DES TOURS - Showed improvement when 5th last time out in  Class E Mounted race 
over this track and trip on 17 June. Can contest the finish 

11. JALIENORTH GAME - Has really struggled this year and was 7th last time out in a Class E 
Mounted race over this course and distance on 16 June. Others are much preferred 

12. JET DU RAVARY - Disqualified last time out at Le Mont-Saint-Michel on 26 June. Could have 
run third when faulting last time out and could make amends and score this time 

Summary: JET DU RAVARY (12) ran much better than he fault last time out shows and could be 
good enough to win this time around if smart. JABIN DES TOURS (10) showed with an improved 
last run that he could be returning fro his best form. JUMACHA (8) is likely to do much better this 
time back under the saddle. JUNIOR DU CHATAULT (7) has been disappointing of late but could 
do better this time around. 

SELECTIONS 

JET DU RAVARY (12) - JABIN DES TOURS (10) - JUMACHA (8) - JUNIOR DU CHATAULT 

(7) 



          FRIDAY, 26/07/24 

C6 - PRIX 150EME ANNIVERSAIRE - 2700m (a1m1/2) - Class F Race - Harness - EUR € 25,000  

 

1. HOUBLON BLEU - Unreliable and was 8th in class H at Montier-en-Der over 3025m on 7 July. Capable 
of popping up in a place 

2. HACKER MESLOIS - Holding form and was third in class F at Saint-Omer over 3175m on 21 July. 

Capable of making the frame 

3. GOOD MORNING ELGE - Has struggled of late and was 6th in class H at La Ferte-Vidanne over 2750m 

on 21 July. Remains barefoot but is unreliable and others are preferred 

4. HARMONIE PICARDE - In good form and was third in class F at Nancy over 2600m on 28 June. On a 
long losing streak but could earn some money 

5. HUGO DE DUSSAC - Disqualified in class F at Les Sables-d'Olonne over 2650m on 13 July. Won the 
penultimate start when barefoot and can bounce back to score 

6. HERCALINE - Disappointing last run when 6th in class E at Enghien over 2875m on 20 July. Barefoot 
and is not out of it 

7. GEAR UP - Disappointing last run and was 4th in class F at Mons over 2300m on 13 June. Won well in 
December and can contest if smart 

8. HAXO DE LA CHAULE - Finished 11th in Class F at Les Sables-d'Olonne over 2775m on 10 July. On a 

long losing streak and others are preferred 

9. HIMEROS DU GOUTIER - Finished fourth in class F at Reims over 2500m on 20 May. Unreliable since 
October when victorious. Might play a minor role 

10. HOT SHOT - Disqualified in class F at Vittel over 2700m on 14 July. In good form and can contest the 
finish once again 

11. HORIZON D'EYMY - Runner-up in class D at Le-Croise-Laroche over 1900m on 24 June. Has won five 
and placed twice this year and is barefoot. Has a winning chance 

12. GOLDWIN SANTIGNY - Finished 5th in class E at Enghien over 2875m on 20 July. In good form and is 
unshod and ready to fight out the finish 

13. GITAN DE TOUCHYVON - Finished third in class F at Les Sables-d'Olonne over 2775m on 8 July. Has 

shown improvement but has major disqualification issues. Might place 

14. HIMALAYA TONIQUE - Disappointing of late and was 6th in class F at La Capelle over 2700m on 9 

July. Remains barefoot but needs to do more to win 

15. HELVAMOSA - Has struggled of late and was 9th in class F at Saint-Omer over 2625m on 21 July. Yet 
to win since December 2023 and is best watched for now 

16. HEDENN LOVE DE REM - Showed some improvement when 5th in class F at Cabourg over 2725m on 
12 July. Unreliable with disqualification issues and more is needed to win 

Summary: HUGO DE DUSSAC (5) was booked for a runner-up finish when faulting last time out so 
deserves the utmost respect this time. HORIZON D'EYMY (11) has been very good all year and will not go 
down easily. HOT SHOT (10) was in good form before the disqualification last time out and is not out of it. 
GOLDWIN SANTIGNY (12) is in good shape and has to be considered a possible winner. 

SELECTIONS 

HUGO DE DUSSAC (5) - HORIZON D'EYMY (11) - HOT SHOT (10) - GOLDWIN SANTIGNY (12) 



          FRIDAY, 26/07/24 

C7 - PRIX JEUX OLYMPIQUES 2024 - 2750m (a1m1/2) - Class F Race - 

Harness - EUR € 21,000  

 
1. IMPECC BLUE - Much improved last run when runner-up in class F at Les Sables-d'Olonne 
over 2650m on 10 July. Remains barefoot and can go one better this time 

2. IMAKER - Finished 9th in class F at La Capelle over 2750m on 9 July. Remains barefoot but is 
inconsistent and others are preferred 

3. ISTRIA - Has struggled of late and was 11th in Class E at Lingieres over 2775m on 21 July. 
Needs to do more to win this race 

4. INDY DE LA FYE - Very consistent and was third in class H at La Ferte-Vidame over 2750m 
on 21 July when barefoot. Could play a minor role 

5. IDEAL DU BISTON - Unreliable but was runner-up in class F at Le Croisé-Laroche over 
2700m on 24 June. Quite capable of fighting out the finish again 

6. IVO SIVED - In good form and was runner-up in class E at Argentan over 2875m on 15 July. 
Place chance in this line-up 

7. INVICTUS JIEL - Victorious in Class H at Vittel over 2700m on 14 July. Capable of making the 
frame in this line-up 

8. INES DES FORETS - Finished 8th in class F at Le Touquet over 2600m on 14 July. Won well 
in May and is capable of an upset 

9. IRONIE DU BAS BOSQ - In fair form and was 5th in class G at Amiens over 2400m on 11 
July. Remains barefoot but is on a long losing streak. Others preferred this time 

10. INDIAN HORSE - Not disgraced when third in class F at Wolvega over 2600m on 20 July. 
Inconsistent since winning in March and others are preferred 

11. IMPALA PARK - Victorious in Class F at Le Croisé-Laroche over 2700m on 24 June. 
Capable of following up against these rivals 

12. ICEMAN DU KLAU - In good shape and was runner-up in class F at Cabourg over 2725m on 
19 July. Capable of getting into the mix of things once again 

13. IN VIVO - Disappointing of late and was 6th in class F at La Capelle over 2750m on 9 July. 
Won well in May and is not out of it 

Summary: IMPECC BLUE (1) indicated a winning turn was not far away with a good runner-up 
performance last time out. IMPALA PARK (11) won a nice race last time out and has every 
chance of following up on that. IDEAL DU BISTON (5) is unreliable but did run well last time out 
and deserves respect for that. IN VIVO (13) won well in May but has been disappointing since 
then. 

SELECTIONS 

IMPECC BLUE (1) - IMPALA PARK (11) - IDEAL DU BISTON (5) - IN VIVO (13) 



          FRIDAY, 26/07/24 

C8 - PRIX MARCEL VERCRUYSSE - 2700m (a1m1/2) - Class E Race - 

Harness - EUR € 30,000  

 
1. GALINETTE BLEUE - In good shape and was third in class E at Cabourg over 2725m on 2 
July. Won well back in April and is knocking on the door. Not out of it 

2. FARAMEL DE JADE - Finished 5th in class E at Les Sables-d'Olonne over 2650m on 8 July. 
Barefoot and can contest the finish 

3. GYPSIE ROYALE - Finished tenth in class E at Vichy over 2800m on 21 May when barefoot. 
Not unshod this time and is unreliable. Others preferred this time 

4. HURLEVENT - Victorious in Class D at Vincennes over 2700m on 28 June. Returns barefoot 
and can complete a hat-trick 

5. HAPPY FACE - 3rd in class E at Les Sables-d'Olonne over 2775m on 13 July. Remains 
barefoot and can score better. Place chance 

6. HORACE DES CHAMPS - Finished 5th in class F at La Capelle over 2750m on 7 July. May 
need to do a bit more to win this race 

7. HASHTAG CHAMANT - Unreliable but was third in class E at La Capelle over 1800m on 9 
July. Remains barefoot and could make the frame 

8. GOSSIP BOY - Disqualified in class F at La Capelle over 2750m on 7 July when barefoot. On 
a long losing streak and others are preferred 

9. HOTEL MYSTIC - In good form and was runner-up in class E at La Capelle over 1800m on 9 
July when barefoot. Deserves a winning turn 

10. HEREDIA - Finished 11th in Class E at Argentan over 2150m on 15 July when barefoot. Not 
unshod this time and has been unreliable. More is needed to win 

11. HUGO D'HERTALS - Victorious in Class F at La Capelle over 2750m on 7 July. Remains 
barefoot and can double up if in the same mood 

12. HERMES D'ECROVILLE - Disqualified in class E at Lignieres over 2775m on 21 July. 
Remains barefoot but others are preferred 

Summary: A competitive lucky last race. HOTEL MYSTIC (9) is knocking hard at the door and 
could have consistency rewarded with some winning success. HUGO D'HERTALS (11) remains 
unshod and could follow up on the last nice win. GALINETTE BLEUE (1) is consistent and should 
be right there at the finish yet again. FARAMEL DE JADE (2) is unshod and also getting into the 
mix of things. 

SELECTIONS 

HOTEL MYSTIC (9) - HUGO D'HERTALS (11) - GALINETTE BLEUE (1) - FARAMEL DE 

JADE (2) 

 


